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Abstract
One of the objectives through the whole process of primary aluminium production is to
deliver a metal free from impurities. During the pot metal tapping, bath can be sucked together
with the metal. Unwanted bath tapping has negative effects through equipment soiling, pot
disturbance and above all on metal casting, inducing extra costs, delays on metal delivery and
metal production losses. Fives ECL developed and adapted a retrofitable patented system based
on off-the-shelf components. The system is based on the automatic control of the tapping flow
rate, which allows tapping the targeted metal quantity without bath. The Tapping Regulation
System was integrated in all aluminium Pot Tending Machines and tapping ladle lifting beams
at Sohar Aluminium in Oman where all metal tapping operations have been converted to this
system.
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Introduction

Fives ECL has developed a metal tapping flow regulation system based on the control of the
compressed air flow feeding the ejector of the ladle, as explained by Bouchard et al. [1].
As depicted in Figure 1, the system basically comprises among others a control unit and by
means of loops control and signal processing in PLC adjusts the supply of compressed air in the
air ejector through a valve and therefore the vacuum pressure depending on the headspace in the
crucible and the weight of the crucible during tapping.
The system has been first developed in Rio Tinto Alma in Quebec facilities where it has been
tested and qualified.
Sohar Aluminium Plant in Oman expressed its view to get solutions from suppliers that save
operational expenses and improve quality and productivity in the smelter, specifically with the
metal tapping process. Particularly Sohar Aluminium, focused on the tapping operations,
addressing metal purity, tapping tubes and crucibles clogging, and bath level stability in the pot.
That situation generated cleaning operations of tapping tubes and crucibles and sometimes ladle
capacity restriction.
The aim of Tapping Regulation system is to provide the smelters with a solution allowing them
to save money. In particular by producing a better quality of aluminium, by saving energy
needed to produce compressed air, and by reducing ladle cleaning costs.
Fives ECL and Sohar Aluminium agreed to cooperate in order to implement a tapping flow
regulation system on all tapping equipment. This paper presents the main steps of this project
and the findings.
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